BERLIN: Location: Hörsaal 1b, Freie Universität Berlin, Habelschwerdter Allee 45
Arrival by plane:
Tegel airport to Freie Universität Berlin
Take the bus 109 or Bus X9 (direction Zoologischer Garten) and get off at JAKOB-KAISERPLATZ. From there, take the underground U7 (direction RUDOW) to FEHRBELLINER
PLATZ; switch to U3 (direction: KRUMME LANKE) and get off at THIELPLATZ. From there,
it is a 10 min walk to the university (see map further below: “From Thielplatz (underground station)
to Freie Universität Berlin”).

http://www.bvg.de/en
Schönefeld airport to Freie Universität Berlin
Take the train (S45) to SÜDKREUZ. From there, take any of the the “circular” trains (S41 or S46)
from platform 11 (they travel clockwise). Purchase a regular ticket (2,70 EUR, for two hours). Get
off at “HEIDELBERGER PLATZ” (4th stop). Walk down the stairs (follow
) and take the
underground U3 (direction “KRUMME LANKE”) and get off at THIELPLATZ (5th stop). From
there, it is a 10 min walk to the university (see map further below: “From Thielplatz (underground
station) to Freie Universität Berlin”).
Arrival by train:
1.   If possible, exit train at SÜDKREUZ. Take the escalators to get to the upper floor. There take
any of the the “circular” trains (S41 or S46) from platform 11 (they travel clockwise). Purchase
a regular ticket (2,70 EUR, for two hours). Get off at “HEIDELBERGER PLATZ” (4th stop).
Walk down the stairs (follow
) and take the underground (U3, direction “KRUMME
LANKE”) and get off at THIELPLATZ (5th stop). From there, it is a 5-8 minutes walk to the
main entrance of the university (HABELSCHWERDTER ALLEE 45, see map below). In
total, it takes about 30 minutes from SÜDKREUZ to the university.
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for timetable: http://www.bvg.de/en/

From Thielplatz (underground station) to Freie Universität Berlin
2.   If you arrive at HAUPTBAHNHOF, go to platform 16 and take any of the trains (S7, S75) to
ZOOLOGISCHER GARTEN (3rd stop). Walk down the stairs (follow
) and take U9
nd
(direction: RATHAUS STEGLITZ) to SPICHERNSTRASSE (2 stop). Switch to U3
(direction: KRUMME LANKE) and get off at THIELPLATZ (8th stop). From there, it is a 58 minutes walk to the main entrance of the university (HABELSCHWERDTER ALLEE 45,
see map above). In total, it takes about 40 minutes from HAUPTBAHNHOF to the university.
You also need a regular ticket (2,70 EUR, for two hours).
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Directions to lecture hall (Hörsaal 1b)
Enter the university at the entrance Habelschwerdter Allee 45. Inside university, follow the hallway
“K-Strasse” (red arrow in figure below). Walk straight ahead until you arrive at the intersecting
hallway “29” (29-Strasse) and turn left. Pass Hörsaal 1a until you arrive at Hörsaal 1 b. If you get
lost, you can ask for directions at the information desk (“Pförtner”, highlighted in green in figure
below).

Entrance Habelschwerdter Allee 45

“K-Strasse” (red carpet)

Hörsaal 1b

Accommodation
If you arrive earlier and want to stay overnight, it is quite difficult to find a good and affordable
hotel in the Dahlem-area:
•   Hotel Pension Dahlem, Unter den Eichen 89A, phone: +49 (0) 30 - 83 11 050,
http://www.hotel-dahlem.de: simple, but clean and cheap(er): approx. 40 EUR including
breakfast; 10 min walk to university
•   Hotel Seminaris, Takustraße 39, phone: +49 (0) 30 557797-0,
http://www.seminaris.de/hotels/seminaris-campushotel-berlin.html: rooms are quite
expensive, starting from 90 EUR including breakfast; they might be fully booked since they
host several conferences at this time; 10 min walk to university
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LEIPZIG Location: Universität Leipzig, Campus Jahnallee, Großer Hörsaal, Jahnallee 59
Arrival by bus
For those who attend the workshop in Berlin on the 6th Nov and booked a seat in the bus, we will
arrive around 8 pm at Leipzig Hauptbahnhof (main station).
From Hauptbahnhof to Campus Jahnallee
From Leipzig main station or city center, you can easily reach Campus Jahnallee via taxi (about five
minutes) or via tram (#3 - direction: Knautkleeberg, #7 - Böhlitz-Ehrenberg or #15 - Miltitz); this
takes about 15 minutes. Get off at SPORTFORUM (four stops from main station, you can
purchase a short-distance ticket to get here). Campus Jahnallee is located directly across from tram
stop SPORTFORUM.

Timetable for public transport: http://www.lvb.de/timetable

Campus Jahnallee, for a map, see also:
http://www.spowi.uni-leipzig.de/fileadmin/campus/pdf/Lageplan_Campus_Jahnallee.pdf
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Lecture hall (Großer Hörsaal) Campus Jahnallee

Accommodation
Low budget:
•   A&O Hostel Leipzig, Brandenburger Str. 2, http://www.aohostels.com/de/leipzig/: near
Hauptbahnhof
•   Sleepy Lion Hostel, Jacobstr. 1, http://www.hostel-leipzig.de/de/ : half way between
Hauptbahnhof and location of the symposium)
•   Hostel Blauer Stern, Lindenauer Markt 20, http://www.hostelblauerstern.de/: close to
location
•   Central Globetrotter Hostel, Kurt-Schumacher-Str. 41, http://www.globetrotterleipzig.de/de/home: close to location
Medium budget
•   Commundo Tagungshotel Leipzig, Zschochersche Str. 69, http://commundotagungshotels.de/leipzig/leipzig.html: close to Chinabrenner (restaurant) and 3 stops to
Campus Jahnallee (tram #3), between 48 and 65 € including breakfast
•   Hotel Arena City, Waldstr. 31-33, http://www.arena-city.de/: walking distance to Campus
Jahnallee
•   Penta Hotel Leipzig, Großer Brockhaus 3, http://www.pentahotels.com/de/hotels/leiphleipzig/everything/: near Hauptbahnhof
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